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Abstract

We present the measured Charge Transfer Efficiency (CTE) losses for the Wide Field
Camera 3 (WFC3) UVIS channel throughout the on-orbit lifetime. Using observations of
47 Tuc (NGC 104) and NGC 6791 we analyze the flux loss of stars due to CTE by
comparing relative aperture photometry of a given source at varying distances from the
readout amplifiers in a variety of observing conditions. A photometric correction model that
depends on source flux, observation date, and the source distance from the readout
amplifiers was fit to the data. The resulting coefficients are provided separately for short
and long exposures, low and moderate background levels, as well as whether or not the data
was processed with the pixel-based CTE correction algorithm. We show that in the worst
conditions (short exposure time, with a ∼0.1-0.5 e− background, furthest from the readout),
sources in the faintest flux bin (250-500 e− in a 3-pixel radius aperture) suffer ∼75% flux
loss in July 2020, while the sources in the brightest flux bin (20000-32000 e−) show losses
of ∼15% in July 2020. In contrast, the same two flux bins in long exposure data with a 12
e−/pixel background now have CTE losses of ∼24% and ∼5%. As of June 2020, the
recommended background level for CTE mitigation is now 20 e−/pixel. When the
pixel-based CTE correction in calwf3 version 3.5.0 is applied to the data we find that the
sources are over-corrected by ∼1-10% depending on the signal level in long exposure data
with a 12 e−/pixel post-flash in July 2020.
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1 Introduction

Charged coupled devices (CCDs) are ideal for astronomical observations because of their high
quantum efficiencies and nearly linear response over a wide dynamic range. The photoelectric
effect is the fundamental principle behind CCDs, and when a photon enters the doped silicon
chip it creates an electron-hole pair. The electrons are attracted to the strongest positive
potential in the device where they create charge packets, or bundles of electrons. Each packet
resides to one pixel. Charge Transfer Efficiency (CTE) is a measure of how successful the
detector is at transferring a charge packet from one pixel to the next during the readout
process, and is imperfect for CCDs. CTE depends on many scene characteristics such as the
distance (in pixels) from readout, signal level, global and local background levels, and the
amount of sustained radiation damage.

1.1 CTE Degradation and Mitigation

The main factor contributing to the degradation of CTE over time is the damage caused by
energetic particles present in HST’s low-Earth orbital environment (especially while travel-
ing through the South Atlantic Anomaly.) This high energy radiation induces defects in the
detector’s crystal silicon lattice, which causes charge passing through the pixel where the
defect is to be temporarily trapped on its way to the readout amplifier. The charge is re-
leased according to a random process with timescales from microseconds to seconds (Baggett,
Bushouse, et al. 2011). Since UVIS’s row-to-row (serial) transfer time during readout is ∼40
milliseconds (Noeske et al. 2012) charge often gets released into upstream pixels (i.e. the
anti-readout direction.) The result is trails of misplaced charge in the image, with the pixels
near the chip gap (i.e. furthest from the amplifiers) being affected the most because these
packets will experience more charge traps, transferring 2000 or more rows to the amplifier.
While all UVIS images suffer from the effects of degraded CTE, there are a few ways to
mitigate the losses.

Minimizing flux loss due to charge transfer inefficiency (CTI1) starts with crafting an
advantageous observing plan. Flux losses are most severe for faint sources, with a low
background level, far from the readout amplifier. Therefore, designing observations such that
the target falls close to the amplifier, with an adequate SNR, and global/local background
level of at least 12 - 20 e−/pixel will help mitigate flux loss due to CTE. If the natural
background is not high enough for the amount of mitigation needed, observers should consider
adding a post-flash to the image to raise the background level to the desired amount. Another
mitigation technique involves a pixel-based CTE correction, which is applied to the data
post observation. More information on strategies for mitigating CTE losses can be found in
Anderson (2020a) and Anderson (2020b).

In 2011, the empirical pixel-based CTE correction software first created for the Advanced
Camera for Surveys (ACS) by Anderson and Bedin (2010) was adapted for WFC3. Applying
this correction helps eliminate CTE trails by restoring charge to its original pixel and thus
improves source shape and position. As of 2016, observers can now retrieve CTE-corrected

1CTI = 1 − CTE
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data directly from the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST2). A comparison be-
tween a 2020 CTE-corrected (FLC) image and the non-CTE-corrected (FLT) image can be
seen in Figure 1. This Figure also illustrates how drastically CTE trails change when sources
land near and far from the amplifiers. While, by eye, the FLC images seem to have solved the
CTE problems, observers relying on precise UVIS photometry may be interested in a more
quantitative analysis. The main resource for UVIS CTE is the WFC3 CTE website3, which
hosts documentation, information about the pixel-based correction software, and coefficients
for the models fit in previous external CTE studies.

1.2 The External CTE Monitoring Program

One method to measure CTE losses utilizes external exposures of star clusters (as opposed
to internal exposures such as darks or biases.) Observations are obtained in pairs, using a
vertical one-chip dither (∼2051 pixels), such that a given star that falls close to the amplifier
on one chip will then appear far from the amplifier on the other chip in the subsequent
exposure (see Figure 2). By comparing the two fluxes, it is possible to estimate the flux
loss due to CTE. The external CTE monitor has been a UVIS calibration program executed
approximately twice a year since 2009 (Cycle 17). Since Cycle 18, both the open cluster
NGC 6791, and globular cluster 47 Tuc, have been observed not only to track the decline
in CTE over time but also to determine whether source density significantly impacts CTE.
Because NGC 6791 is less crowded, it provides a more straightforward evaluation of CTE
losses, since there is less concern about stars shielding one another and perhaps affecting
the CTE losses. However, with a lower density of stars in the field, there are fewer stars
to sample the flux ratios, which increases the uncertainty of the CTE measurement. The
denser field in 47 Tuc (which is offset from the cluster’s core) provides hundreds of stars at a
variety of flux levels, thus providing a more statistically robust measurement of CTE losses.

1.3 Previous Results

The first external CTE report for UVIS was published by Kozhurina-Platais, Gilliland, and
Baggett (2011) and used a slightly modified technique to measure CTE. Long exposures were
not separated from short exposures and instead they were directly compared to each other.
Additionally, a larger aperture radius of 5 pixels was used, which has since been replaced
by a 3 pixel radius aperture. They measured CTE by comparing a given source at both
exposure lengths (as the varied exposure time sampled different flux levels on the detector)
as well as varying distances from the readout. Using 60 and 400 second exposures of NGC
6791 in the F502N filter, their results showed that in the “worst case” i.e. a faint 500-2000
e− source, with a ∼0.1-0.5 e− sky background, experienced a 7% flux loss in Fall of 2010
(which was ∼1 year after launch.)

The next external CTE analysis using observations of both NGC 6791 and 47 Tuc was
carried out by Noeske et al. (2012). They found that sources with a flux of 1000 e−, furthest
from the amplifiers with a short exposure time (30 & 60 seconds) and a ∼0.1-0.5 e− sky

2https://archive.stsci.edu/
3https://www.stsci.edu/hst/instrumentation/wfc3/performance/cte
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Figure 1: 47 Tuc observations from program 15721 taken on Jan. 8 2020 in F502N with a
348 second exposure time and a commanded post-flash level of 12 e−/pixel. Each subplot is
the same 500x500 pixel patch of sky and the color-bars represent the scaling of the image
in electrons. Top left: pixels closest to the readout in a non-CTE-corrected UVIS1 FLT;
CTE trails are minimal. Top right: pixels furthest from the readout in a non-CTE-corrected
UVIS2 FLT; CTE trails are severe. Bottom left: same as top left except now using a CTE-
corrected UVIS1 FLC; though not easy to see in left image sections (since they are close to
the amplifiers,) most CTE trails are almost gone. Bottom right: same as top right but now
using a CTE-corrected UVIS2 FLC, CTE trails have been mitigated.

background, suffered as much as 24% flux loss in October 2011, which is a ∼17% increase
from the year prior.

The external CTE monitor update from Baggett, Gosmeyer, and Noeske (2015) showed
that in early 2015, the flux loss for faint sources between 500-2000 e−, furthest from the
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amplifier at low sky background, was 50±2% (a ∼43% increase since Fall 2010). Baggett,
Gosmeyer, and Noeske (2015) was the first external CTE study to include CTE results
using a post-flash4 (to ensure a moderate ∼12 e−/pixel background) as well as the empirical
pixel-based CTE correction software. After employing both a post-flash and the pixel-based
CTE correction the flux loss dropped down to 3±1% for the same 500-2000 e− (∼4% less
than the Fall 2010 measurement). However, Baggett, Gosmeyer, and Noeske (2015) noted
that the combination of post-flash and the CTE correction resulted in the algorithm slightly
over-correcting most data and brightening the stars by a few percent.

The most recent (2017) UVIS external CTE report using observations of NGC 6791 and 47
Tuc showed a ∼60% flux loss for 1000 e− sources (Gosmeyer and Baggett 2017). These were
again sources furthest from the amplifiers in a short exposure, ∼0.1-0.5 e− sky background,
images that were not post-flashed or CTE-corrected, which showed a ∼7% flux loss in Fall
2010. Measuring the flux losses for 1000 e− sources in images that had the pixel-based CTE
correction and a 12 e−/pixel post-flash applied were again found to be over-corrected by the
algorithm, but still only by ∼1-2%.

In this report we remeasure the CTE losses in the 2009-2016 data and provide mea-
surements for 2017-2020 data. We begin by explaining the one-chip dither external CTE
observing strategy and characteristics of the 2009-2020 dataset. Following that, we describe
our Python-based analysis techniques and study the relative aperture photometry between
image pairs. Finally, we end with a synopsis of the results and conclude with new guidance
for CTE flux loss mitigation.

2 Observing Strategy

Here we summarize the UVIS external CTE observing strategy, which is described in the
work of Kozhurina-Platais, Gilliland, and Baggett (2011), Noeske et al. (2012), Baggett,
Gosmeyer, and Noeske (2015), and Gosmeyer and Baggett (2017). A schematic of the
external CTE observing technique can be seen in Figure 2. Images are taken in pairs with
a nearly one-chip dither of ∼2040 pixels (POSTARG2 = 81.6′′) and are repeated for varying
exposure times and post-flash levels. This causes the same stars to be observed at varying
distances from the readout amplifiers because the two chips have opposing readout directions.
Sources closest to the amplifiers on UVIS2 will pass through the smallest number of charge
traps in the first image. However, after the dither these sources transfer 2000 or more rows
during readout on UVIS1 and go through the highest number of charge traps. Calculating
relative photometry between the two observations allowed the measure of CTE as a function
of detector row number (Y position.)

As Baggett, Gosmeyer, and Noeske (2015) mentioned, one of the biases with this tech-
nique is the fact that we have reduced the CTE loss on two different chips down to one
measurement. Ideally, rather than a vertical dither in between images, we would use a 180◦

roll to observe the same stars on the same CCD and measure the CTE for each chip inde-
pendently. However, it is very complicated to perform such large rolls within a visit, due to

4post-flash was implemented on-orbit in November 2012
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Figure 2: A reprinted schematic of the external CTE monitor observing strategy from Noeske
et al. (2012). Observations are obtained in pairs with a one-chip (∼2000 pixel) dither between
them. This is to make use of the fact that UVIS1 and UVIS2 read out in opposite directions.
In this technique, the star circled in red at left will experience few transfers on UVIS2. After
the ∼2000 pixel dither, the same star at right will now transfer ∼two thirds of UVIS1 and be
heavily effected by charge traps. Computing the relative signal difference between the two
images and plotting ∆magnitude as a function of the row number (Y position of where the
star landed on UVIS2) is then used to estimate CTE flux losses. See Figure 3 for examples
of these plots.

power and thermal constraints on-board HST. One such program was performed (program
12692) and the analysis by Gosmeyer and Baggett (2016) found that while the trends are
similar between the two chips, CTE losses were consistently worse for UVIS1 than for UVIS2.

3 Data

Table 1 provides a summary of all the data per proposal and target. NGC 6791 was observed
first in October 2009 (Cycle 17) with a 60 and 420 second exposure time. Since September
2010 (Cycle 18) both NGC 6791 and NGC 104 have been routinely observed with short and
long exposure pairs. Originally (prior to the availability of post-flash,) the external CTE
monitor was created to obtain images in filters F502N and F606W to achieve a low and
high background respectively. By mid-2012 (Cycle 20) post-flash was enabled on-orbit and
subsequent tests showed that CTE losses are best mitigated via a post-flash, (as opposed to
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charge injection) which helps pre-fill the charge traps to a nominal level of 12 e−/pixel.
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Table 1: UVIS external CTE monitor observations

Proposal Visits Obs. Date NGC 6791 NGC 104

Post-flash Exptime Post-flash Exptime

11924 01, 02, 03 Oct. 2009,
Mar. 2010,
Sept. 2010

- 60, 420 - -

12348 01 Sept. 2010 - - - 0, 360

12379 01, 02, 08,
09

Nov. 2010,
Mar. 2011

- 60,400,420 - 30, 360

12692 01, 02, 04,
05, 07, 08

Oct. 2011,
Mar. 2012,
Jul. 2012

- 420 - 30, 360

13083 01, 02, 03,
04, 05, 06

Nov. 2012,
Mar. 2013,
Jul. 2013,
Aug. 2013

0, 12 60, 420 0, 6, 12,
33, 55, 91,
116

348

13566 01, 02, 03,
04

Jan. 2014,
Jul. 2014

0, 12 60, 420 0, 6, 12,
33, 55, 91,
116

348

14012 01, 02, 03,
04

Jan. 2015,
Feb. 2015,
Jul. 2015

0, 12 60, 420 0, 6, 12,
33, 55, 91,
116

348

14378 01, 02, 03,
04

Jan. 2016,
Jul. 2016,
Aug. 2016

0, 12 60, 420 0, 6, 12,
33, 55, 91,
116

30, 348

14541 01, 02, 03,
04

Jan. 2017,
Jul. 2017

0, 12 60, 420 0, 6, 12,
18, 24, 33,
55, 91, 116

30, 348

14990 01, 02, 03,
04

Jan. 2018,
Jul. 2018

0, 12 60, 420 0, 6, 12,
18, 24, 33,
55, 91, 116

30, 348

15576 01, 02, 03,
04

Feb. 2019,
Jul. 2019

0, 12 60, 420 0, 6, 12,
18, 24, 33,
55, 91, 116

30, 348

15721 01, 02, 03,
04

Jan. 2020,
Jun. 2020,
Jul. 2020

0, 12 60, 420 0, 6, 12,
18, 24, 33,
55, 91, 116

30, 348

Table 1: UVIS external CTE monitor observations. Post-flash is the commanded level in
units of e−/pixel and exposure time is in seconds. NGC 6791 has no 60s images with a
post-flash of 12 e−/pixel. The NGC 104 post-flash levels of 6, 18, 24, 33, 55, 91, and 116
e−/pixel are only applied to 348s images.
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This obviated the need for F606W observations to obtain higher backgrounds. In 2012,
F606W observations were replaced with F502N exposures with varying post-flash levels rang-
ing from 6-116 e−/pixel. The previous external CTE studies (Kozhurina-Platais, Gilliland,
and Baggett (2011), Noeske et al. (2012), Baggett, Gosmeyer, and Noeske (2015) and Gos-
meyer and Baggett (2017)) make use of these older F606W observations but as there are no
new F606W observations we do not include them in our data set for analysis.

4 Analysis

In general, our analysis follows the same procedures as those described in Kozhurina-Platais,
Gilliland, and Baggett (2011), Noeske et al. (2012), Baggett, Gosmeyer, and Noeske (2015),
and Gosmeyer and Baggett (2017). However, one major difference is that our entire anal-
ysis was completed in Python. The most recent external CTE analysis (Gosmeyer and
Baggett 2017) utilized Python and the photutils package although they presented aper-
ture photometry results from using the PyRAF/DAOPHOT task PHOT in an effort to maintain
consistency with the prior studies. But with the phasing out of PyRAF/IRAF support, we
migrated the code entirely into Python. An added benefit of the switch to Python is a
slight improvement to the aperture photometry (up to ∼0.1% for 3-pixel radii, depending
on the PSF placement on the pixels): PhotUtils computes the circular aperture precisely
while PyRAF/DAOPHOT used a polygonal approximation for the circular aperture (Bajaj and
Khandrika 2017). Lastly, we expanded the original main catalog of each cluster by adding
Gaia DR2 sources (detectable in F502N) in the field of view that were not already recorded.

4.1 Calibration and Alignment

After retrieving the raw fits files from MAST, we employed the standard calwf3 software
(version 3.5.0) to calibrate all the images with the same pipeline version. When the data
reduction was complete we used the drizzlepac.tweakreg function TweakReg and a main
catalog (mostly from Gaia DR2 published on VizieR5) to shift the WCS of every FLC and
FLT image to the same grid (per cluster). Proper motions were not used, due to the relatively
large uncertainties of Gaia DR2 proper motions. Once the individual images were aligned,
we used the drizzlepac.astrodrizzle function AstroDrizzle to create a new mosaic for
each target using every 0 and 12 e−/pixel post-flash long exposure FLC image. These large
mosaics and catalogs served as a means of cross-matching stars across all epochs. The mosaic
for both targets can be seen in the appendix and highlights the difference in star densities
between the two clusters. After fine-tuning the main catalogs for each cluster, we assigned
each source a unique star ID number and began the aperture photometry process.

4.2 Aperture Photometry

In order to account for the geometric distortion and corresponding flatfield effects present
in FLT/FLC images, before continuing with any analysis, we multiplied each chip’s science

5https://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/VizieR
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extension by the appropriate UVIS pixel area map6. After applying the pixel area map we
used the photutils.aperture function aperture photometry to calculate the background
subtracted aperture sum for all cataloged sources in an image. We took photometry mea-
surements with a variety of aperture radii: 2, 3, 5 and 10 pixels. The results from the 2
and 3 pixel radius aperture compared well to each other while using an aperture radius of 5
pixels or higher showed large uncertainties, particularly for faint sources, due to sky noise.
For that reason as well as to follow the convention of the previous external CTE studies,
we present only the 3 pixel aperture radius results. We estimated the local background for
each source by means of an iterative 3-sigma-clipped mean of the three-pixel-wide annulus
between 13 and 16 pixels. Matching the photometric measurements between image pairs was
accomplished by aligning every observation to the same WCS grid and giving each cataloged
source a unique ID. As we went through each image pair, we found all the sources from
the main catalog available in the image and generated catalogs (per CCD) of source fluxes
with their unique IDs. The next step was to go through all the data and match up the
corresponding image pairs to compare the fluxes in the exposure pairs.

4.3 Relative Photometry Between Image Pairs

For a given image pair, we opened both corresponding files containing the photometry values
and went through each unique star ID that was observed in both images and on both chips
(like the example shown in Figure 1.) The image pairs are taken contemporaneously and
thus both sample the CTE at a given time. Due to the fact that the two CCDs read out in
opposite directions and we use a one-chip dither, a source that falls Y rows away from the
amplifiers on UVIS2 will then be located (2051−Y) rows away from the amplifiers on UVIS1
(see Figure 2.)

It is conventional to plot the difference in photometry seen in the two detectors as a
function of Y position. Figure 3 shows that this is a linear relationship with the two being
equal at Y ≈ 1025, where both exposures suffer the same CTE losses. Adopted from Noeske
et al. (2012), we show that a logarithmic plot of flux ratios for stars observed on both chips
as a function of the Y position of one chip, shows:

−2.5 log
f1
f2

= −2.5 log10

f0e
−cY

f0e−c(2051−Y )
= −2.5c(2051− 2Y ) (1)

where f0 is the flux unaltered by CTE, Y is the detector row number, and c is a function
dependent on flux and date. In our plots, we show ∆magnitudes instead of flux ratios.
Equation 1 implies that the linear fit slope for a given flux bin seen in Figure 3 is twice the
slope of the CTE loss in magnitudes as a function of detector row number.

Because fractional flux loss due to CTI depends on source brightness, we grouped the
stars into various flux bins. The faintest bin contained sources that achieved a background
subtracted aperture sum of 100-250 e− and the brightest bin had 20000-32000 e− stars. In
Figure 3 we show delta magnitude as function of the source’s UVIS2 Y position (i.e. number

6https://www.stsci.edu/hst/instrumentation/wfc3/data-analysis/pixel-area-maps
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of serial transfers to readout) for various flux ranges. The plots emphasize how brighter
sources and early epoch data are not as effected by CTI. The data came from 2010 and 2020
NGC 104 FLT long exposure image pairs, with no post-flash (i.e. ∼1-2 e− background), and
many of the flux bins are excluded for clarity. The steps to produce the data for Figure 3 is
carried out for every image pair.

Figure 3: Change in magnitude between photometric measurements of stars in the image
pair as a function of Y position. This figure was created using a long exposure (348 seconds)
image pair of NGC 104 F502N FLT data with no post-flash (i.e. ∼1-2 e− background) and
a 3 pixel radius aperture. The colors and ranges seen in the legend correspond to flux bins
in electrons. Besides using separate samples of stars, one of the only differences between the
two subplots is the epoch; 2010 data is plotted on the left and 2020 data is on the right.
These plots illustrate how a change in magnitude (i.e. flux loss) due to degrading CTE varies
with the number of transfers during readout, signal level, and epoch.

The slopes seen in Figure 3 are transformed into the CTE loss measurements per loga-
rithmic bin seen in Figures 4 and 6. To measure the fractional CTE loss for sources in a
given image pair, we first 3-sigma clipped around a preliminary linear fit to reject outliers,
which was needed most for the lowest flux bins due to the low signal-to-noise. After clipping
the data we re-fit and recorded the slope per flux bin. In order to get the final CTE loss per
Y position we divided each slope by 2 and multiplied by 2051 pixels (i.e. one chip height.)
Ideally, if the CCDs were the same, each linear fit in Figure 3 would cross through a delta
magnitude of 0 at the vertical line near 1025 (the middle of the chip.) If a source happens to
fall near the center of UVIS2, then it also falls near the center of UVIS1 in the subsequent
image because of the one chip dither. Therefore, the source should have experienced approx-
imately the same number of transfers and thus equal flux loss resulting in the same aperture
sum. However, the deviation arises because UVIS1 and UVIS2 are different CCDs made
from separate silicon wafers and thus have their own number and position of charge traps, as
well as color dependent sensitivity variations. With the relative comparison between image
pairs completed, we now had the collated external CTE results throughout the lifetime of
the detector, which are used to construct a parameterized model of CTE.

11
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5 Results

In the following subsections we will present the correction model and the CTE loss results
for both non-CTE-corrected (FLT) and CTE-corrected (FLC.) Only results from images
that had 0 and 12 e−/pixel post-flash levels are shown below. CTE losses for all the other
post-flash levels that were explored (6, 18, 24, 33, 55, 91, and 116 e−/pixel) can be found on
the WFC3 CTE resource page7.

5.1 Empirical Photometric Correction Model

Just as the previous external CTE studies have done, we use the model developed by Noeske
et al. (2012) to fit the data with a second-order polynomial constrained by source flux and
epoch. The bivariate polynomial is defined in terms of, S, the estimated CTE-induced flux
loss:

S =
2∑

i,j=0

cijd
if j (2)

where cij are the polynomial coefficients, f is the log10(Flux) of the source, and the obser-
vation date is d = MJD − 55400. Equation 2 can be expanded as:

S = c00 + c01f + c02f
2 + d(c10 + c11f + c12f

2) + d2(c20 + c21f + c22f
2) (3)

Using the coefficients provided below in Tables 2 or 3 and solving for S in Equation 3,
observers can estimate the CTE-corrected magnitude of their point-source photometry with:

mcorr = m0 − S
Y

2051
(4)

where m0 is the uncorrected magnitude, and Y is the number of detector rows the source is
away from the amplifier. The coefficients chosen for the model should be those corresponding
to conditions that best match the observations attempting to be corrected. Figures 4 and 6
summarize the CTE losses as a function of logarithmic flux. Each flux value in these figures
is the median value of the given flux bin, such as the ones seen in Figure 3.

5.2 Results for the FLT Images

The coefficients listed in Table 2 were derived from fitting the photometric correction formula
to the CTE loss as a function of log10(flux) for non-CTE-corrected data (as seen in Figure
4.) The CTE losses shown in Figure 4 are given in terms of ∆magnitude loss per 2051 pixels,
which corresponds to a full-chip transfer for each source bin. The CTE loss for a given data
point in these plots comes from the slope of the linear fit to ∆magnitude as a function of
row number (distance from amp; see Figure 3), and the x-coordinate values (log10(flux))
are the median of the specific flux bin. The error bar accompanying each data point is the
standard error in the linear fit.

7https://www.stsci.edu/hst/instrumentation/wfc3/performance/cte
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The top left subplot of Figure 4 can be interpreted as the worst-case scenario because the
background level is ∼0.1-0.5 e− (very little sky and no post-flash), as the exposure time is
only 30 or 60 seconds. For this worst-case scenario, sources with the faintest signals (250-500
e− in a 3-pixel radius aperture) lose ∼70% of their flux, while the sources in the brightest
flux bin (20000-32000 e−) show a ∼10% loss. When the the exposure time increases to 348
or 420 seconds and the background is between ∼1-2 e− the faintest sources now lose only
∼60% of their flux and the brightest sources lose ∼7%.

Figure 4: CTE losses for FLT data (which has not been modified by the pixel-based CTE
correction). The circles represent NGC 6791 data and the diamonds represent 47 Tuc data.
The color bar on each plot corresponds to the epoch of the observation in units of decimal
year. Results from data with zero post-flash are in the top row with short exposure data on
the left (30 & 60 seconds with a ∼0.1-0.5 e− background) and long exposure on the right (348
& 420 seconds with a ∼1-2 e− background.) Results from data with a 12 e−/pixel post-flash
(i.e. ∼12 e− background) are shown on the bottom row with short and long exposure data
on the left and right respectively. The error bars are the standard error in the linear fit of
∆mag vs Y-position (as in Figure 3.)

In the bottom row of Figure 4, a 12 e−/pixel post-flash has been added to the exposures
to provide background to pre-fill the charge traps, which substantially improves the CTE
losses for the low flux sources. Observations with a short exposure time and 12 e−/pixel
post-flash (i.e. background) have only been implemented in the external CTE program since
2016 and thus the lower left panel has the fewest number of data points. Comparing the
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Table 2: Empirical CTE model coefficients for non-CTE-corrected data (FLT)

Filter, Exposure Time F502N, Short F502N, Short F502N, Long F502N, Long

Background [e−] ∼ 0.1-0.5 ∼ 12-12.5 ∼ 1-2 ∼ 13-15

C00 1.58e+00 -2.97e+00 8.41e-01 -1.86e-01

C01 -7.40e-01 1.87e+00 -3.87e-01 1.18e-01

C02 8.68e-02 -2.54e-01 4.43e-02 -1.86e-02

C10 2.39e-03 2.48e-03 1.57e-03 5.10e-04

C11 -1.01e-03 -1.45e-03 -6.85e-04 -2.05e-04

C12 1.05e-04 1.90e-04 7.58e-05 2.26e-05

C20 -1.24e-07 -3.75e-07 -2.17e-07 -7.92e-08

C21 3.65e-08 2.34e-07 1.03e-07 3.85e-08

C22 -7.98e-10 -3.14e-08 -1.24e-08 -4.96e-09

Table 2: The polynomial coefficients for the empirical CTE correction model us-
ing non-CTE-corrected FLT data. All four F502N observing modes that were an-
alyzed are listed: long and short exposure with both 0 and 12 e−/pixel post-
flash. These coefficients are available as text files on the WFC3 CTE resource page
https://www.stsci.edu/hst/instrumentation/wfc3/performance/cte.

losses in the plots in the bottom row to the top row illustrates how a 12 e− post-flash
significantly mitigates the effects of CTE degradation. Short exposures with, the flux loss
due to diminishing CTE in the faintest sources is now ∼30% while the brightest sources still
suffer ∼7% flux loss. The subplot on the bottom right of Figure 4 shows the flux losses for
a UVIS observation with favorable conditions; the post-flash helps provide a background of
∼12 e− and the exposure time is 348 or 420 seconds. In these conditions, the sources with
the lowest and highest signal lose ∼25% and ∼5% of their flux respectively. While some
models fit the data better than others, the average scatter of the data around the model is
0.01-0.02 mag rms in all four panels of Figure 4.

To track the temporal evolution of diminishing CTE, we plot the measured flux losses as
a function of time in Figure 5. The error bars in each plot are the standard error in the linear
fit of the ∆magnitude vs row number data (same as Figure 4.) The subplots in Figure 5 are
separated by exposure time and post-flash (background) level and illustrate how the CTE
loss for 500-2000 and 2000-8000 e− sources is best mitigated when a 12 e− post-flash is added
to long exposure data. In prior external CTE reports it was noted that in the first 1-2 years
of the WFC3 mission, moderately bright sources (500-2000 e− in a 3-pixel radius aperture in
the short exposure) were experiencing greater flux losses (by a factor of 2-3) than what was
expected based on CTE analysis of the Advanced Camera for Surveys (Baggett, Gosmeyer,
and Noeske (2015), Chiaberge et al. (2009).) The difference is attributed to the solar cycle
because the damage accumulated by high energy radiation (especially during the ∼8 daily
passages through the South Atlantic Anomaly) was found to be anti-correlated with solar
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activity (e. g. Casadio and Arino (2011), Massey et al. (2010)) and WFC3 was installed in
mid-2009, which was near solar minimum . This correlation seems to be persisting through
time and as the Sun has been entering another minimum, Figure 5 (upper right panel, low
and medium level sources) suggests that UVIS is experiencing another rapid increase in CTE
loss (2018-present.)

Figure 5: CTE losses for FLT data (which has not been modified by the pixel-based CTE
correction). The open circles represent NGC 6791 data and the filled in diamonds represent
47 Tuc data. The values in the legend correspond to three of the flux bins, in units of e− (in
a 3-pixel radius aperture), which cover approximately the entire range of fluxes we measured.
Results from data with zero post-flash are in the top row with short exposure data on the
left (30 & 60 seconds with a ∼0.1-0.5 e− background) and long exposure on the right (348
& 420 seconds with a ∼1-2 e− background.) Results from data with a 12 e−/pixel post-flash
(i.e. ∼12 e− background) are shown on the bottom row separated by exposure length.

The CTE flux loss evolution for the four observing conditions and three flux bins seen
in Figure 5 has been summarized in Tables 4. Additionally, we have listed the percent flux
loss measured in 2020 for the three flux bins in the same tables. The rate of CTE flux loss
(∆mag/2051 pixels/year) was determined via a weighted linear fit to the various data sets
illustrated in Figure 5. Table 4 appear at the end of this document in the appendix.
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5.3 Results for the FLC Images

The coefficients listed in Table 3 are those derived from fitting the photometric correction
formula to CTE-corrected data. Figure 6 shows the CTE loss as a function log10(flux) for
short and long exposures, as well as 0 and 12 e− post-flash data. All data points and error
bars were quantified in the same way as described above in Section 5.2. The top left plot of
Figure 6 again represents the worst-case scenario because of the low background level and
exposure time. Under these conditions, the faintest sources (250-500 e− in a 3-pixel radius
aperture) are now experiencing ∼45% flux loss, while the sources in the brightest flux bin
(20000-32000 e−) show a ∼5% loss (compared to 70% and 10% flux loss from the non-CTE-
corrected data above.) In the long exposure images with no post-flash, the faintest sources
now lose only ∼11% of their flux and the brightest sources lose less than 1% of their flux
(compared to 60% and 7% flux loss for non-CTE-corrected.)

Figure 6: All four subplots show CTE-corrected FLC data with the circles representing
NGC 6791 data and the diamonds representing 47 Tuc data. The color bars on each plot
correspond to the epoch of the observation in units of decimal year. Results from data with
zero post-flash are in the top row with short exposure data on the left (30 & 60 seconds with
a ∼0.1-0.5 e− background) and long exposure on the right (348 & 420 seconds with a ∼1-2
e− background.) Results from data with a 12 e−/pixel post-flash (i.e. ∼12 e− background)
are shown on the bottom row again with short and long exposure data on the left and right
respectively. The average rms scatter of the data around the model fits in all four panes is
∼0.01-0.02 mag.
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Table 3: Empirical CTE model coefficients for CTE-corrected data (FLC)

Filter, Exposure Time F502N, Short F502N, Short F502N, Long F502N, Long

Background [e−] ∼ 0.1-0.5 ∼ 12-12.5 ∼ 1-2 ∼ 13-15

C00 4.89e-01 9.45e+00 3.36e-01 -2.70e-01

C01 -2.20e-01 -5.19e+00 -1.64e-01 1.35e-01

C02 2.45e-02 6.96e-01 1.91e-02 -1.85e-02

C10 8.03e-04 -6.35e-03 2.20e-04 3.53e-04

C11 -4.17e-04 3.47e-03 -1.01e-04 -1.85e-04

C12 5.28e-05 -4.65e-04 1.20e-05 2.51e-05

C20 1.45e-07 1.07e-06 -1.32e-08 -9.50e-08

C21 -6.85e-08 -5.88e-07 3.51e-09 4.50e-08

C22 8.32e-09 7.92e-08 -1.77e-10 -5.58e-09

Table 3: The polynomial coefficients for the empirical CTE correction model us-
ing CTE-corrected FLC data. All four F502N observing modes that were an-
alyzed are listed: long and short exposure with both 0 and 12 e−/pixel post-
flash. These coefficients are available as text files on the WFC3 CTE resource page
https://www.stsci.edu/hst/instrumentation/wfc3/performance/cte.

Similar to Figure 4, the lower half of Figure 6 shows CTE loss results for data with a 12
e−/pixel post-flash. The losses in these plots show the most dramatic improvement, however
the pixel-based CTE correction in calwf3 has over-corrected most data by a few percent;
especially the low-moderate flux sources. This is a known effect and arises from the nature of
the CTE correction algorithm. One inevitable uncertainty of the algorithm is the fact that
it is impossible to know where the charge traps are within each pixel. To cope with this,
the current code assigns the same number and distribution of microtraps to every pixel per
column (Anderson 2020b). This likely overestimates the number of traps, which ultimately
predicts larger losses. Another limitation to the algorithm is that it cannot recover 100%
of the signal, and it takes a conservative approach to reconstructing the source as to avoid
amplifying the read noise. This creates a noticeable impediment for faint sources in low
backgrounds where the losses become highly non-linear (Baggett, Gosmeyer, and Noeske
2015).

The lower left plot in Figure 6 shows that in CTE-corrected short exposure images, with
a 12 e−/pixel post-flash, the flux loss in the faintest sources is over-corrected up to ∼1%.
The brightest sources however, are not as over-corrected and the model for the current data
shows a ∼1% loss in flux. The lower left panel has the fewest data points because short
exposure observations with a 12 e−/pixel post-flash have only been implemented since 2016.
The over-correction becomes more problematic for low flux sources in the long exposure
post-flashed data. In these conditions, the faintest and brightest stars are over-corrected by
∼10% and less than ∼1% respectively. The average scatter of the data around the model is
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0.01-0.02 mag rms in all the plots of Figure 6. Depending on the data and study being carried
out, observers may find it more beneficial to revise their photometry with the photometric
correction formula on non-CTE-corrected data in order to maintain a lower noise level and
avoid an over-corrected value.

In Figure 7 we plot the measured CTE losses as a function of time for the CTE-corrected
data. Comparing the values in this figure to the ones in Figure 5 depicts how drastically
the pixel-based algorithm has mitigated the effects of CTI throughout the on-orbit lifetime
of WFC3. In long exposure data, sources in the 500-2000 e− flux bin have maintained a
∼5% loss in flux for a majority of the epochs. In contrast, these same sources in the short
exposure data (red data points in the upper left panel) show a strong rise in rate of CTE
losses since ∼2015 (∼10%-∼25% flux loss between 2015-2020), which suggests stars under
these conditions in particular are becoming increasingly harder to recover. Similar to what is
seen in Figure 5, the varying rate of CTE losses may coincide with the solar cycle. Looking
at the long and short data with no post-flash in Figure 7, there appears to be a decrease in
CTE losses during the recent solar maximum (∼2013-2018), which is expected due to the
anti-correlation between solar activity and the flux of high energy radiation that damages
the CCD (Casadio and Arino 2011; Massey et al. 2010).

The CTE flux loss evolution for the four observing conditions and three flux bins seen
in Figure 7 has been quantitatively summarized in Table 5. We have also listed the percent
flux loss measured in 2020 for the three flux bins in the same tables. The rate of CTE flux
loss (∆mag/2051 pixels/year) was determined via a weighted linear fit to the given data
set illustrated in Figure 7. Table 5 appear at the end of this document in the appendix.
Observers interested in comparing the CTE flux loss and evolution between FLT and FLC
data would use Tables 4 and 5.

5.4 Model Residuals

While the model fits using the newly derived coefficients (listed in Tables 2 and 3) are overlaid
in Figures 4 and 6 it is unclear how well the data and model compare with the model fits and
data for multiple years on the same plot. In Figures 10 - 12 (listed in the appendix) we plot
the difference between the model value and our measured results as a function of time for
the non-CTE-corrected data. These Figures show the same three flux bins seen in Figures
5 and 7 but here we separate them individually for clarity. Overall, the model and the
measurement are within ±10% of each other across all three flux bins and in each observing
condition with the majority of the values within ±5%. The error bars are the standard error
in the linear fit of the CTE loss slope (i. e. ∆mag vs Y-position as in Figure 3.) In Figures
13 - 15 we show the residual plots for the CTE-corrected FLC data. Again, each the model
and data for all the flux bins and each observing condition are within ±7% of each other
but compared to the non-CTE-corrected data, the CTE-corrected residuals are smaller (for
a given flux range.) Looking at the residuals of the long exposure data in Figures 10 - 15
there is a noticeable trend where the model oscillates between over and under predicting the
data. This is similar to the trend seen in Figures 5 and 7 and may be associated with the
solar cycle.
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Figure 7: All four subplots show CTE-corrected FLC data with the open circles representing
NGC 6791 data and the filled in diamonds representing 47 Tuc data. The values in the
legend correspond to three of the flux bins, in units of e− (in a 3-pixel radius aperture),
which cover approximately the entire range of fluxes we measured. Results from data with
zero post-flash are in the top row with short exposure data on the left (30 & 60 seconds with
a ∼0.1-0.5 e− background) and long exposure on the right (348 & 420 seconds with a ∼1-2
e− background) Results from data with a 12 e−/pixel post-flash (i.e. ∼12 e− background)
are shown on the bottom row separated by exposure length. The error bars are the standard
error in the linear fit of ∆mag vs Y-position (as in Figure 3.)

During our model-to-data comparison we noticed that there was an issue with the coeffi-
cients tabulated in the Gosmeyer and Baggett (2017) report. While not shown here, it was
discovered the coefficients are only fit for 2016 data and when the Gosmeyer and Baggett
(2017) coefficients are applied to data pre and post 2016 the results are incorrect. Observers
should now use coefficients found in Tables 2-3 and/or the coefficients for the alternate post-
flash levels on the WFC3 CTE website. In this report we have corrected this and our residual
plots provide confidence that the model coefficients presented here accurately predict CTE
flux losses throughout the lifetime of the UVIS detector.
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6 Conclusion

Using observations of star clusters NGC 6791 and 47 Tuc (NGC 104), we have continued
to investigate the evolution of flux loss caused by CTE degradation as a function of many
observational parameters: signal level, epoch, image background, the source’s distance from
the amplifier, and the type of data (non-CTE-corrected vs CTE-corrected.) In this report we
have updated users on the latest CTE flux loss trends, and provided insight to the variation
in CTE effects for a few mitigation strategies applied pre- and post-observation. We updated
the coefficients for the photometric correction formula (Equation 2) in Tables 2 and 3, which
observers can use with their epoch, source flux, and distance from the amplifier to estimate
the flux loss present in the photometry of their point-sources. It is worth reemphasizing that
CTE losses are highest for sources furthest from the amplifier, and our results have been
normalized to the maximum number of transfers. The flux loss of a source in a given flux
bin with a smaller number of row transfers will be linearly proportional to the fraction of
out 2051 pixels.

Our results further solidify the understanding that flux losses incurred by the CTE degra-
dation affect the faint stars most strongly. The lower losses seen in low to moderate flux
sources in long exposure data compared to those in short exposures (neither with post-flash)
is still not entirely understood, but it is most likely a product of the total charge collected
being higher (background, dark current, etc. ), which creates a non-uniformly distributed
trap-filling effect. The final use of the different mitigation strategies are always at the ob-
server’s discretion, but our results highlight the major improvement in losses when a 12 e−

post-flash is applied to observations that otherwise would have a very low background. As of
June 2020 the recommended background level increased from 12 to 20 e−/pixel. While the
pixel-based CTE algorithm still over-corrects brighter sources and the post-flashed data by
a few percent, it is successful at recovering the majority of the signal in low to moderate flux
sources in both short and long exposure data with a low background. For more information
regarding the latest CTE-mitigation recommendations/strategies see Anderson (2020a) and
Anderson (2020b).

There are several remaining instances of systematic uncertainty in our analysis that could
be reduced in the future. The main catalogs for each target could be improved with more
sources and/or improved astrometry and proper motion effects. We do not employ any cosmic
ray rejecting software, which likely causes the scatter in the ∆magnitude measurement to
increase thus resulting in a more uncertain CTE flux loss value. In order to obtain the
largest number of stars possible in a given flux bin, we do not make use of any source
filtering routines that disregard objects with contaminating neighbors.

While only CTE losses for data with a 0 and 12 e− post-flash are presented in this report,
results for the other flash-levels (6, 18, 24, 33, 55, 91, and 116 e−) have been made available
on the WFC3 CTE resource page8. The CTE losses in those levels agree with the results
given by Gosmeyer and Baggett (2017). In particular, one consistency is that the faint
sources continue to experience improved CTE losses up to the 33 e− post-flash level. This

8https://www.stsci.edu/hst/instrumentation/wfc3/performance/cte
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also agrees with the findings in Anderson (2020b) where it is shown that there is no perfect
background level (post-flash level) that cures all CTE losses. While post-flashing to achieve
a background level of 20 e− is recommended for observations as of June 2020, arbitrary
post-flashing should be avoided as is adds noise to the image (∼

√
flashlvl.) and requires

extra overhead time. Observers should predict the expected background and the simulated
count-rate of the source, in order to optimize the flash-level.
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Appendix

Figure 8: NGC 6791 drizzled F502N mosaic using all long exposure data since 2009 (420
seconds, 0 and 12 e−/pixel post-flash.) The green outline is approximately the footprint
of the one UVIS image (∼4k×4k pixels.) The vast difference in star densities is noticeable
when comparing this cluster to 47 Tuc in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: 47 Tuc (NGC 104) drizzled F502N mosaic using all long exposure data since
2010 (348/360 seconds, 0 and 12 e−/pixel post-flash.) The green outline is approximately
the footprint of one UVIS image (∼4k×4k pixels.) The vast difference in star densities is
noticeable when comparing this mosaic to one of NGC 6791 in Figure 8.
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Table 4: CTE Flux Loss Evolution and Percent Flux Loss for FLT data

Background [e−] 0.1-0.5 1-2 12-12.5 13-15

Flux Bin [e−] CTE
loss
ratei

CTE
flux
lossii

CTE
loss
ratei

CTE
flux
lossii

CTE
loss
ratei

CTE
flux
lossii

CTE
loss
ratei

CTE
flux
lossii

500-2000 0.08 55% 0.05 40% 0.04 25% 0.02 22%

2000-8000 0.04 33% 0.03 23% 0.03 17% 0.02 16%

8000-32000 0.01 12% 0.01 10% 0.02 9% 0.01 9%

i ∆mag/2051 pix/yr ii % flux loss (in 2020)

Table 4: CTE flux loss evolution and percent flux loss results for the four background levels
in the short and long exposure FLT data (which has not been modified by the pixel-based
CTE correction). These results correspond to the data plotted in the four panels of Figure
5. The CTE flux loss evolution for the 0.1-0.5 and 1-2 e− background has a baseline of 12
years (2009-2020). The CTE flux loss evolution for the 12-12.5 e− background has a baseline
of 3 years (2017-2020) and the baseline for the 13-15 e− background is 8 years (2012-2020).
All of the percent flux losses listed are for 2020 data only.

Table 5: CTE Flux Loss Evolution and Percent Flux Loss for FLC data

Background [e−] 0.1-0.5 1-2 12-12.5 13-15

Flux Bin [e−] CTE
loss
ratei

CTE
flux
lossii

CTE
loss
ratei

CTE
flux
lossii

CTE
loss
ratei

CTE
flux
lossii

CTE
loss
ratei

CTE
flux
lossii

500-2000 0.03 25% 0.004 5% -0.002 -4% -0.009 -5%

2000-8000 0.01 9% 0.001 1% -0.001 -4% -0.005 -4%

8000-32000 0.003 0.3% 0.001 -0.25% 0.001 -0.8% -6e-4 -2%

i ∆mag/2051 pix/yr ii % flux loss (in 2020)

Table 5: CTE flux loss evolution and percent flux loss results for the four background levels
in the short and long exposure FLC data (which has been modified by the pixel-based CTE
correction). These results correspond to the data plotted in the four panels of Figure 7. The
CTE flux loss evolution for the 0.1-0.5 and 1-2 e− background has a baseline of 12 years
(2009-2020). The CTE flux loss evolution for the 12-12.5 e− background has a baseline of 3
years (2017-2020) and the baseline for the 13-15 e− background is 8 years (2012-2020). All
of the percent flux losses listed are for 2020 data only.
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Figure 10: All four subplots show sources with 500-2000 e− in FLT data (which has not
been modified by the pixel-based CTE correction) with the open circles representing NGC
6791 data and the filled in diamonds representing 47 Tuc data. The values in the legend
correspond to the flux bin in units of e− (in a 3-pixel radius aperture.) Results from data with
zero post-flash are in the top row with short exposure data on the left (30 & 60 seconds with
a ∼0.1-0.5 e− background) and long exposure on the right (348 & 420 seconds with a ∼1-2
e− background.) Results from data with a 12 e−/pixel post-flash (i.e. ∼12 e− background)
are shown on the bottom row separated by exposure length.
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Figure 11: All four subplots show sources with 2000-8000 e− in FLT data (which has not
been modified by the pixel-based CTE correction) with the open circles representing NGC
6791 data and the filled in diamonds representing 47 Tuc data. The values in the legend
correspond to the flux bin in units of e− (in a 3-pixel radius aperture.) Results from data with
zero post-flash are in the top row with short exposure data on the left (30 & 60 seconds with
a ∼0.1-0.5 e− background) and long exposure on the right (348 & 420 seconds with a ∼1-2
e− background.) Results from data with a 12 e−/pixel post-flash (i.e. ∼12 e− background)
are shown on the bottom row separated by exposure length.
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Figure 12: All four subplots show sources with 8000-32000 e− in FLT data (which has not
been modified by the pixel-based CTE correction) with the open circles representing NGC
6791 data and the filled in diamonds representing 47 Tuc data. The values in the legend
correspond to the flux bin in units of e− (in a 3-pixel radius aperture.) Results from data with
zero post-flash are in the top row with short exposure data on the left (30 & 60 seconds with
a ∼0.1-0.5 e− background) and long exposure on the right (348 & 420 seconds with a ∼1-2
e− background.) Results from data with a 12 e−/pixel post-flash (i.e. ∼12 e− background)
are shown on the bottom row separated by exposure length.
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Figure 13: All four subplots show sources with 500-2000 e− in pixel-based CTE-corrected
FLC data with the open circles representing NGC 6791 data and the filled in diamonds
representing 47 Tuc data. The values in the legend correspond to the flux bin in units of
e− (in a 3-pixel radius aperture.) Results from data with zero post-flash are in the top row
with short exposure data on the left (30 & 60 seconds with a ∼0.1-0.5 e− background) and
long exposure on the right (348 & 420 seconds with a ∼1-2 e− background.) Results from
data with a 12 e−/pixel post-flash (i.e. ∼12 e− background) are shown on the bottom row
separated by exposure length.
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Figure 14: All four subplots show sources with 2000-8000 e− in pixel-based CTE-corrected
FLC data with the open circles representing NGC 6791 data and the filled in diamonds
representing 47 Tuc data. The values in the legend correspond to the flux bin in units of
e− (in a 3-pixel radius aperture.) Results from data with zero post-flash are in the top row
with short exposure data on the left (30 & 60 seconds with a ∼0.1-0.5 e− background) and
long exposure on the right (348 & 420 seconds with a ∼1-2 e− background.) Results from
data with a 12 e−/pixel post-flash (i.e. ∼12 e− background) are shown on the bottom row
separated by exposure length.
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Figure 15: All four subplots show sources with 8000-32000 e− in pixel-based CTE-corrected
FLC data with the open circles representing NGC 6791 data and the filled in diamonds
representing 47 Tuc data. The values in the legend correspond to the flux bin in units of
e− (in a 3-pixel radius aperture.) Results from data with zero post-flash are in the top row
with short exposure data on the left (30 & 60 seconds with a ∼0.1-0.5 e− background) and
long exposure on the right (348 & 420 seconds with a ∼1-2 e− background.) Results from
data with a 12 e−/pixel post-flash (i.e. ∼12 e− background) are shown on the bottom row
separated by exposure length.
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